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Shortage of Single Rooms Leads to Creative Solutions

Residential Life Comes to the Rescue with Few Snafus

By ROBB KNAKE

editor managing editor
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staff writer
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Congratulations Men's Basketball!

Congratulations Men's Basketball! By compiling a 13-0 record and a number three national ranking, the Conn College men's basketball team has brought a sense of pride to Connecticut and the entire basketball family in the school's history.

Head Coach Glen Miller has completed a turn-around of incredible proportions, going from a 4-20 record in his second season to putting together the ultimate unbeaten streak. Conn has ever enjoyed, including their first ever win at Colby, coupled with the highest national and regional ranking ever. In the process, the team has built a strong nucleus that will provide the foundation for great teams in the years to come.

It has been a record-breaking season in many ways. Along with the aforementioned achievements, two seniors have been making their way into the record books. Forward Zach Smith has made his way up the all-time scoring list for the Camels. He currently stands at fifth and is certain to move even further up the list before the season ends. Years of hard work and playing in a high-octane style have allowed guard Dan Strohle to set the record for threes made in a season. By attaining this and other accolades, we can confidently say that this season has had a record-breaking nature.

Overall, the accomplishments of this year's team cannot be overlooked, as they are also respectful of the surrounding community. The team's ultimate goal is to turn rhetoric into action. What are we, as individuals and leaders on this campus, to do? What is our role in the larger picture? Conn College continues to develop an atmosphere where students can be respectful of the needs of all individuals, regardless of their background or beliefs.

The team's ultimate goal is to build the basement, and now it's up to all of us to be part of this race. We're happy about this season, and we'll continue to support the Camels as we move forward into the future.

Welcome back to Connecticut College. Winter Break is over and classes are resuming with changed schedules, about returning to campus, and new roomsmates. Amidst all these new changes, we suggest making the most of our surroundings. The only thing on this campus worse than a beach around here somewhere isn't there? Calls for a Change of Attitude

We all know those people, you know, the people who went somewhere warm and sunny for Christmas... or worse for three. These people, living in places like California, where the snow never shows up the entire time and snow is a faint memory, are probably hiding in their rooms (in which case you're probably not going to meet them anyway).

Long experience has taught us that it is dangerous to suppress the expression of truth to suppress any kind of truth. As a parent, I would tell my son to say no to paying the piper... late. It's been said, "What goes around comes around." As a parent, what I would tell my son is that he really wouldn't want to join a community comprised of overworking and never taking a break. Among the starting lineup, picture perfect sections of the Arbo and figure out where the sun shines all the time and snow is a faint memory.

I am glad your son has come to Connecticut College. We have been sitting in this student paper. Non-negotiable elements (studying, sports, families, etc.) are last year's NESCAC rookie of the year Kareem Ayers. Miller's fast-paced style requires a strong bench, and among the key contributors have been two-time NESCAC all-conference player Rich Petta, sophomore point guard Aaron Taylor, and Lithuanian freshman Vaidas Nalvantis. All of these young reserves will be starters on most Division Three teams, and will do so carry on the tradition that this year's team is establishing. Strohle is excited by this process, recognizing that this is only the beginning. "We've been building the basement, and now it's up to all of us to build the house. We're happy about this season, but we want to see the team win for the next five or ten years.
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The Sophomore Experience

Exper's is a Special edition of "The College Voice," a junior double major in government and philosophy. His views do not necessarily represent those of the College Voice.

Brian Bredahl, Co-editor in Chief of The College Voice, is a junior double major in government and philosophy. His views do not necessarily represent those of The College Voice.

The POISON PEN

There is a term, which in this issue, has become filtered and robbed of all its significance and importance by politicians and fellow "yes men" speaking empty platitudes meant to placate the masses with a pat-sounding phrase. The word is morality. It is still relevant, and it has been reduced to a meaningless noise by the depradations of manipulative politicians. Even within townships, there is no real talk about what is morally right and what is not.

What is "morality"? Aside from Webster's definition, there is no real consensus on what it really means. The full moral context, however, is the abstinence, in the arts of public discourse. Even within townships, there are sharp disagreements as to what is moral and what is not. Across the mainstays, the black-white norms of a church can take on a negative, in a country where Heaven and Hell are like Janet Reno walking through the halls of their dorms; others, however, appear to only be Jay Lena.

This was done to keep the truth up to a understandable level, so that the masses, watching on CNN and C-SPAN, would not think the issues were speaking over their heads. The goal was to be a safe bet, in the field of public opinion, with easily digestible weapons of sound bites, and musical platitudes. It kept another fact about a Congressman's grand- pa who became the President.

But we can only stress the is issue as long as we are trying to get under what could conceivably be our President. If we are unable to prevent the accident? Beyond what we are, I'm unable to see it.

I'm unable to see all this and allow these two men to impose upon the judgment of the people. I'm unable to be honest and trustworthy. Do we expect Housefellows to do? We were asked to receive this deal.

BETTER PIZZA SPECIAL

4:00 P.M - *til late night

(mention this Voice ad to receive this deal)

$10.

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA SPECIAL

on THURSDAY nights

Still hungry Saturday night?

Call for the same deal.

Call 443-1933

* Free Delivery to Conn Students for over 20 years.
Somewhat of a grown-up playground, the outdoor exhibits allow the visitor to get up close to what once were some of the United State's best kept secrets. Perhaps the most interesting part of the outdoor exhibit is the go-karting area. Nelsons system responsible for operating the submarine and supplying everything from fresh water to clean air.
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The Groton Submarine Force Museum allows glimpse into Silent Service

T-MERRICK

managing editor

Despite the assumption that New London's 'Tartuffe' is old news, not too many students make it over the bridge to Groton Submarine Force Museum to learn, among other things, that this controversy was a distant memory and an actual submarine battle as they are played over a multitude of exhibits. While many students will most likely be captivated by the many exhibits, they should not overlook the combination of marine ordnance, chiefly torpedoes and missiles.

Once the visitor has seen an actual submarine, experienced a battle, and picked out their favorite torpedoes, the museum offers them a place to sit in two of its theaters continually showing submarine movies. A tour of the world at war is well worthwhile and a true glimpse into World War II.

Although somewhat lessened by those who share a unique interest in the Navy, the submarine tours are being able to see the close quarters of the life of submariners. Although somewhat sticky below decks, with the glass and actual concrete replaced with wax figures, it is a maritime Madame Tussaud's. The submarine text is engaging nonetheless. The Groton Submarine Force Museum offers a spectacular outdoor exhibit with many of the best submarines beginning with the first United States submarine, the USS Holland, and continuing with perhaps the most famous submarine, the USS Nautilus.

The museum is easily accessible from town and offers an interesting glimpse into the history of the Submarine Force Museum. Although somewhat lessened by those who share a unique interest in the Navy, the submarine tours are being able to see the close quarters of the life of submariners. Although somewhat sticky below decks, with the glass and actual concrete replaced with wax figures, it is a maritime Madame Tussaud's. The submarine text is engaging nonetheless. The Groton Submarine Force Museum offers a spectacular outdoor exhibit with many of the best submarines beginning with the first United States submarine, the USS Holland, and continuing with perhaps the most famous submarine, the USS Nautilus.

T-CUTAR

staff writer

Get 20% off any textbook. Visit CLASSBOOK.COM.

If one were to travel somewhere in Groton, the place is in its prime, and the time is between lunch and dinner. That is lunch and dinner.

For connoisseurs, there is always on offer an assortment of Green Mountain coffees which combine whole beans and robust flavor. Served with a side of the place that's a mixture of saltines and cheese, the menu offers a wide variety of sandwiches and soups which are interesting and are served all day.

My guest was one of the daily specials, an open-faced omelet with three eggs, cheese, pepper, and onions. The included home fries were hand cut, not too oily, and quite delicious. She drank fresh hazelnut coffee with one free refill. While she enjoyed the experience, we agreed that the MWE is a bit steep.

I ordered three blueberry pancakes with butter and maple syrup which were thinner than at most restaurants and quite a bit sweeter too. The blueberry sauce I could only find one-of-a-kind and it slightly overpowered the fruit. I ate all of the delicious blueberry pancakes, though. The pancakes were thick and the home fries huge and ample.

While Somewhere in Time has a rather atmospheric and the portraits were simple and on the walls were serious art, as we did have a couple of compliments. The whole atmosphere becomes more enjoyable and it's a mix of the methods of both by other restaurants.

Usually, if you get your drinks, you expect it to stand in the register to redye your food. But after you have redye your food, the conclusion is easily avoided. The food is expensive, and it's delicious and good quality.

Somewhere in Time: Great Atmosphere, Better Breakfast

BENG WILSON

associate city editor

He's in town again. That's right. He's in town. In a space marked 'Reserved for Charles' was the note hanging on the wall in the school, and the note says 'He's in town.' Some gape in astonishment as they pass by. 'He spoke to me!'

His name is Zach Siler (Freddie Prinze Jr.) and he also dates the school's most popular girl. She's All That.

But then, why does it seem he truly cares for her earlier? Screenwriter Lee Kirkman shares the answer with perhaps the most famous submarine, the USS Nautilus.
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She's All That

Directed by: Robert Iscove

Tara McPherson is a high school senior who is determined to become prom queen. The morning before the big prom, she visits a fortune-teller who gives her a cryptic prophecy. Tara decides to follow the prophecy and works to become prom queen. However, the prophecy is not as straightforward as it seems, and Tara must navigate the complexities of high school life to achieve her goal.

Fresh Wit in New Teen Cinematic Comedy

JASON IHLE

By BEBEKAN PAGE

staff writer

The Acting Company performs Tartuffe to Palmer Crowd

Tartuffe is a trickster who poses as a holy man to steal and manipulate the life of the gullible Orgon. Orgon and his wife, Elmire, are suspicious. Supported by her sensible and intelligent character, Elmire, Tartuffe is eventually exposed.

Tartuffe's trickery is a metaphor for the way in which modern society is manipulated by those with power and influence. The play's themes, such as the nature of power and the importance of truth, continue to be relevant today.

The theme of power and manipulation is explored through the character of Tartuffe. Tartuffe is a manipulative figure who uses his charm and charisma to gain access to power and influence. Through his interactions with Orgon and Elmire, Tartuffe demonstrates the extent to which power can be used to manipulate and control others.

The acting company's production of Tartuffe is a dynamic and engaging performance that brings the themes of power and manipulation to life. The actors deliver powerful and nuanced performances that effectively convey the themes of the play and engage the audience.
Lyman Allyn Dolls and Toys Museum Opens in Downtown New London
down town

By EMILY EPSTEIN

Although its target is children, there are engaging activities for all groups. Beyond its wide appeal, the museum’s strength lies in its emphasis on hands-on workstations and elegant displays. A mustard-sized room houses a large model of a large dog made of small brown wooden blocks. The tiny pieces are scattered in the exhibit, creating an energetic maelstrom of creative energy. Thus the outlined theme of a large dog is overimplified.

The world of dolls has been miniaturized, and the many displays complement each other. A small house of plans and cedar remind the visitor that some parts are new, and some are still under construction. The paints are still in use, and in one of the latest additions, a reproduction of a local artist’s work in various colors and creative shapes. At this point, the visitor enters the building, first past a small gift shop filled with useful and quirky objects and toys. After paying the small admission fee, the visitor progresses to a larger stage, where they come to “The Hall of Dolls,” where antique dolls are displayed on shelves along the wall. Since the dolls range in age, the oldest one dating from the mid-eighth century, they look like a miniature version of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s fashion exhibits. This Saturday, our mother was apparently so enthralled by the outfits and positions that she left her daughter among some toys and pursued the dolls herself. Their names range from Sophronia to Emily Dickinson, and hail from all over Europe and America.

The doll houses are similarly varied, and they display a more extensive history of architecture. One house has glass over the windows so that viewers can see the Littleperton living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms, and libraries completely furnished in its doll family. Some houses open partially, so that people can view them from the inside, while others are merely scaled. The Dedication Allyn Playhouse seems to be the perfect size for children to crawl around in and is accordingly furnished with modern books and high windows.

The doll houses’ newest titles include the Lydia Deooly Schoonie, which is a large, all-furnished doll that children can climb into. A playground, labeled “Dabbling Pond,” contains a large, soft ship which allows toddlers to climb aboard safely. Mega-structure of our lives, that teachers are from another planet into a terrifying reality for one group of typically angst-ridden teenagers.

One of the highlights of the soundtrack is a song by Neve, “It’s Right Here in Our Hands.” The soundtrack features several other notables of adolescent rock and roll anthems by new artists. Among these are Shawn Mullins’s cover of David Bowie’s “Changes,” and two explorations of Alice Cooper’s “School’s Out,” by Creed and Soul Asylum. The contemporary artists add a 90’s spin to the soundtrack while successfully maintaining the original sound of front line tunes.

Original songs by Offspring, Garage, Steel Crew, and Oise fill out the soundtrack. The Faculty is an example of the classic anti-estableishment tradition originally released in 1999. The Faculty soundtrack features several other performers of adolescent rock and roll anthems by new artists. Among these are Shawn Mullins’s cover of David Bowie’s “Changes,” and two explorations of Alice Cooper’s “School’s Out,” by Creed and Soul Asylum. The contemporary artists add a 90’s spin to the soundtrack while successfully maintaining the original sound of front line tunes.

Original songs by Offspring, Garage, Steel Crew, and Oise fill out the soundtrack. The Faculty is an example of the classic anti-
MOBROC: the Last Legal Drug:
The Best “Roc” in Life is Free

By GLEN HARNISH

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Safety to eliminate the presence of alcoholic beverages and contained at MOBROC shows have created con-
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Ohio expression bill backed by scholars

By ERIK CLARK

The Lantern

COLUMBUS, Ohio—Congressing against what one called "the McCarthyism of the left," three lawmakers at Tuesday evening's meeting of the Ohio House Education Committee took to the floor to pass a bill that would protect freedom of expression. "This bill is designed to protect the first amendment," said Representative Robert D. Schuck, who introduced the bill, explaining that the action is primarily a reaction to university speech codes that "punish speech that is desired to be 'offensive' or not 'politically correct.'"

In addition, Jonathan Archey, Schuck's legislative analyst, said the bill would allow students to challenge the legality of speech codes before they were processed for something they said, alleviating some of the fear that dryer students from speaking their minds. Similar bills failed in the Ohio Senate in 1996 and 1998 after the last two General Assemblies ended their terms. Bills that are not passed by both chambers before the end of session are never made into law unless they are re-introduced the next session, according to Archey.

Ohio expression bill backed by scholars

Richard Zeller, a professor of sociology at Bowling Green State University, said, "This bill is important in the context of what we in political correctness ... in the BGSU that protect freedom of expression."

The last week, Craig Bybee, a BSU alum, said, "We must have protections before the end of the year," he said.
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Housing

However, not just transfers and re-

admits are in multiples.

Of the placement process Goodwin says, "People are housed and they're relatively okay with where they are, but if they had, I think..." Though most opportunities are in singles, explained Goodwin, a single is not guaranteed to everyone entering.

Still, Goodwin said she feels comfortable about the housing departments for when a single was important and space might work with other returning students to find the best and most comfortable living options for close friends.

The Residential Life staff worked hard, often staying in constant communication with several different groups of students to try and make sure that students interested in multiple occupancy rooms would at the very least be moving with people they knew. In addition, a River Ridge apartment, as empty ground floor apartment in Park, and a house designed for faculty at Williams Street were opened.

To see how the alternative housing arrangements worked out for a few different groups of Conn stu-
dents, The Voice took two field days to 768 Williams Street. Six dances, returning from study abroad, live in this student house. These women share four bed-

rooms and two doubles and two singles, "between us as a kitchen, dining room and living room."

The volunteers, coming from with their small house, were more than happy to talk to last Sunday morning in fact, stated one resident Rachel Dens '99, "living down here with five friends is making getting to campus for a lot easier."

Most of the six roommates have justification for wanting to live there during their senior years - and help you build a solid financial foundation for the future.

Johanna Thomson '00 shares this opinion. 

"Several times in the month of February."

Brownell's new position, combining arts, and most comfortable arrangements ...We like to be on the cutting edge in order to produce the best pub-

lications. The department is now working in conjunction with the Office of Admissions on a CD-ROM advertising the College, and both are trying to enhance the College's current web page. Exten-
sive work is being done on the net because it is such a new and rapidly growing method of reaching people.

Brownell explained the work changes, saying, "We like to be on the cutting edge in order to produce the best pub-

lications."

The Office of College Relations will continue to operate under Brownell's direction and fulfill the position of Director of College Relations is filled.

Columbia

The walkway planned from Connec-
ticut College and the Commencement building to downtown will remain in this work. The colleges have assumed the responsibility of the pathway con-

nection, while the NLDC will con-

tinue with the strategy for the park.

All three of these NLDC projects will continue to influence the Commencement community, in its traditions of New London, author pro-
ced to completion."
College Celebrates to Close Black History Month and King’s Legacy

By BRENT COHEN

The College celebrates the legacy of Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., with a program on Saturday: 

The soulful sound of a gospel sextet. The proposal lists the limited availability of opportunities at Conn who he seemed to be the best is yet to come. 

The music is Ray Charles and his dedication to the youth media, including his praises. His other projects include eighty-five programs. 

Y2K computer bug and how to buy “Barbie dolls and colored costumes.” His other projects include eighty-five programs. 

The proposal lists the limited availability of opportunities at Conn who he seemed to be the best is yet to come. 

The Day's introduction with links to news stories, sports, features, classifieds, and the availability of information regarding job opportunities at The Day make for an interesting audience to the problems of society. 

Y2K computer bug and how to buy “Barbie dolls and colored costumes.” His commitment to the youth media, including his praises. His other projects include eighty-five programs. 

Y2K computer bug and how to buy “Barbie dolls and colored costumes.” His commitment to the youth media, including his praises. His other projects include eighty-five programs. 

The proposal lists the limited availability of opportunities at Conn who he seemed to be the best is yet to come. 

The music is Ray Charles and his dedication to the youth media, including his praises. His other projects include eighty-five programs. 

Y2K computer bug and how to buy “Barbie dolls and colored costumes.” His commitment to the youth media, including his praises. His other projects include eighty-five programs.
Summer Jobs on the Chesapeake Bay

Campers need staff with skills in:
- Sailing/Windsurfing/ Wassailing
- Canoeing/ Swimming/ Photography
- Tennis/ Basketball/ Lacrosse
- Horseback Riding/ Biking/ Nature
- High & Low Ropes Course/ Archery
- Nursing/ Office and much more!

Work & play with campers & friends
Recruiter on campus: Thursday, Feb. 11th in the Student Union
Interviews and Applications available
Or contact: YMCA Camp Tockwogh
501 W. 11th St. Wilmington DE 19802 571-6956

Extra Income for '99
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
CAMP TUCKWOGH
501 W. 11th St., Wilmington, DE 19801

Earth Share

Extra Income for '99
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
CAMP TUCKWOGH
501 W. 11th St., Wilmington, DE 19801

EXTRA INCOME FOR '99
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
457 W. Academy Blvd., Dept. H
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Quaker Hill Pizza Restaurant

Specials
TUES. SUN.
Buy 1 Pizzas Get 1 Free
Mon.
Buy 2 Pizzas Get 1 Free

Open 7 Days A Week
Delivery Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Every Day

Dinner
- Senior 10%
- Guest 10%
- College students 10%
- New Owners 10%

John & Tova

Syracuse Study Abroad

Zimbabwe • England • Italy
Hong Kong • Spain • France

- Wide-ranging courses
- Internships & service-learning
- Business programs in 3 countries
- Organized study-travel
- Grants, scholarships, loans
- Placement in foreign universities

Syracuse University 219 East Lake Avenue Syracuse, NY 13244
(315) 443-4141
http://syracuse.edu/tribs

In a related story, his approval rating jumped another ten points.

Today, President Bill Clinton was caught stealing candy from a baby, knocking a defenseless nun, and defacing the Lincoln Memorial!
The Guide To Getting it On! Leads College Students into the Twisted Madness of the Sexual World

by Paul Jomodems and a product of The Good Foot Press, describes itself as "America's closest and most informative book about sex." While the description on the book jacket promises an informative guide, once the cover is open, the reader is thrown into a twisted world of uneràted desires, penis-enlarged bodies, infematical sexual fluids, and anything else remotely related to sexual relations. However, everything is presented in the reader-friendly, easy-to-read format that makes this book suitable for anyone seeking to learn more about sexuality.

The information in the book is, as of value to college students, sexual health, and anything else remotely related to sexual relations. However, the information is presented in an entertaining and easy-to-read format that makes this book suitable for anyone seeking to learn more about sexuality.

The drawings are surprisingly detailed and grotesque, from college-aged kids often completing the displays. While there are no photographs in the book, black and white sketches, which are surprisingly detailed, provide the reader with interesting illustrations. The drawings enthrall the reader's imagination and entice her to continue turning the pages to read more. The illustrations, the information begins to lose its shock value, and the reader can absorb the information without feeling overwhelmed.

The information in the book is surprisingly detailed once you've settled into your edits suit and sat quietly to read. The drawings continue to shock with the text of every page, but once you allow yourself to take your eyes off the illustrations, the information begins to sink in. No stone is left unturned in this book, and it is an informative guide to the world of sex.

Where can you learn to make a difference?

At Claremont Graduate University, Most of our degree programs prepare students for careers in public service or to engage directly with the public. Our graduate degree programs prepare students for careers in public service or to engage directly with the public. Our graduate degree programs prepare students for careers in public service or to engage directly with the public.

If you have been struggling recently and find yourself unable to locate an adequate definition for "dry hump," fear not. An answer to your question is given in this book, and you will find yourself fully informed by the end of the third chapter.

Where can you learn to make a difference?

At Claremont Graduate University, Most of our degree programs prepare students for careers in public service or to engage directly with the public. Our graduate degree programs prepare students for careers in public service or to engage directly with the public. Our graduate degree programs prepare students for careers in public service or to engage directly with the public.
Rich Futia '92 of the men's basket-
ball team was named NEC Rookie of the Week (Jan. 25) after scoring career-high 13 points in 13 minutes of play going five for five from the field. Futia isaveraging 4.7 points, had four rebounds, two assists and a steal from the corner early in the first half.

By compiling a 15-0 record and a
proportions, going from a 4-20 record
history. Head Coach Glen Miller has
Conn College men's basketball team
the all-time scoring list for the col-
son in many aspects. Along with the
guard Dwayne Stallings '99 to set the
half.

The women's basketball team had a very sturdy game tonight. Cot
gains, Connecticut hit its first four shots and
on 10-16 from the field and 3:5 from the charity stripe, two steals, and a blocked shot. Hurley and Brennan, combined for ten assists. Sara
was forced to rely on perimeter
studies and give the Camels a 10-3 lead. Conn's shooting went cold, an
camels were able to come from be-
hind and prove that they could win,
close game on the road.
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